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Services Later This Year?
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Symantec compares iOS and Android security
06.28.11
by Mikael Ricknäs, IDG-News-Service:Stockholm-Bureau

Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android smartphone platforms

are more secure than traditional desktop-based operating
systems, but are still susceptible to many existing categories
of attacks, according to a 23-page report from security software vendor Symantec.
The good news is that Apple and Google designed their
respective operating systems with security in mind. But keeping up with a constantly changing threat landscape is difficult.
In the report, “A window into mobile device security,” Symantec
evaluated the two operating systems for how they stood up to
Web-based and network-based attacks, social engineering attacks, attacks on the integrity of the device’s data, and malware.
Users of both Android and iOS smartphones and tablets
regularly synchronize their devices with cloud services and
with their home desktop computers. This can potentially expose sensitive enterprise data to systems outside the control
of the enterprise, according to Symantec.
When it comes to protecting against traditional malware,
Apple’s certification of applications and developers protects
users, according to Symantec. On the other hand, Google’s
less rigorous certification mode has arguably led to today’s
increasing volume of Android-specific malware, the company
said. Earlier this month Google had to remove yet more
malware-infected apps offered in its Android Market.
Google’s more open approach has been one of the reasons
for its success, according to Ben Wood, director of research at
CCS Insight. It has helped Google to quickly increase the number of available applications. So far, the offending apps haven’t
had a major affect on users, but user sentiment could change
quickly if they are hit by more severe attacks, Wood said.
As has been pointed out by security experts in the past,
Android’s reliance upon the user to grant a set of permissions
is a weak link. A majority of users are simply not technically
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Eric Slivka, MacRumors

AppleInsider reports that Apple may be preparing to begin

supporting 1080p movies in its iTunes Store later this year,
based on reports of film studios submitting films to Apple in
a new “HD+” format at the higher resolution.
Thus far, 1080p HD content has largely eluded users of Apple
products, with HD versions of videos on the company’s digital download service maxing out 720p (1280x720) and chief
executive Steve Jobs balking at adoption of Blu-ray on Macs
due to licensing complications and other challenges that he
said threatened to translate into a “bag of hurt.”
But that could begin to change later this year, as a handful of
feature films being submitted to the iTunes store for a release
in the September and October timeframe are being sent with
documentation for an optional 1920x1080 resolution, according to people familiar with the matter.
According to the source, at least three of the five largest
movie studios have submitted titles scheduled for fall releases with optional resolutions of 1920x1080 at average bitrates
of 10 Mbps.

The report’s sources also point to rumors of an updated 1080pcapable Apple TV, which lines up nicely with increased 1080p
support in iOS 5, which is due for release around the same September timeframe. Those improved capabilities were noted last
month to have opened the door to a true 1080p Apple TV.
Apple is said to have the capability to stream 1080p video
already in hand, but that the company remains concerned
that many users’ personal connection speeds aren’t yet high
enough to support streaming of the “HD+” content without
significant buffering time.
In order to address that issue, Apple could offer the 1080p
only for downloadable movie content, although that would
be incompatible with the simplicity of the Apple TV, which offers only limited storage space for caching purposes and otherwise streams all content. Alternatively, Apple could make
the 1080p content available for streaming only if a user’s
connection is determined to be fast enough to support the
bandwidth.
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equipped to make these security decisions.
In contrast, Apple’s iOS platform simply
denies access, under all circumstances,
to many of the device’s more sensitive
subsystems, according to Symantec.
On Android, a malicious app simply requests the set of permissions it needs to
operate, and in most cases, users happily
grant these permissions.
On the plus side, Google does require
that developers pay a fee and register
with the company to be able to distribute their apps via the official Android
App Marketplace, Symantec said.
Possible weaknesses in iOS include its
encryption, according to Symantec. The
majority of the data is encrypted in such
a manner that it can be decrypted without the need for the user to input the
device’s master passcode. This means
that an attacker with physical access to
an iOS device can potentially read most
of the device’s data without knowing the
passcode, Symantec said. In February, researchers in Germany showed how they
could do this in six minutes on an iPhone
running iOS 4.2.1, Symantec warned.
Also, attacks against specific applications like the iOS Web browser, while
being self-contained and blocked from
impacting other apps, can still cause
significant harm to a device.
Android recently began offering built-in
encryption in Android 3.0. However, earlier versions of Android, which are running
on virtually all mobile phones in the field,
contain no encryption capability.
So far, security researchers have
uncovered about 200 different vulnerabilities in various versions of iOS. But
the vast majority of these vulnerabilities
have been of a lower severity. To date,
all but four of the 18 vulnerabilities on
Android have been patched by Google.
One has been fixed in version 2.3, but it
has not been fixed for prior versions of
the operating system. For example, the
recent Android.Rootcager, also known
as Android.DroidDream, and Android.
Bgserv threats both leveraged this vulnerability to obtain administrator-level
control, according to Symantec.

Symantec also has a word of warning
for users with jailbroken smartphones.
They are an attractive target for attackers
since they are every bit as vulnerable as
traditional PCs, it said.
Symantec concluded that iOS offers
better access control, application provenance and encryption. Google’s Android offers better application isolation, and the permission-based access
control category is a tie, according to
Symantec. Apple also offers better protection against malware attacks, service
attacks, data loss and data integrity attacks. Both offer full protection against
Web attacks, and no protection technologies to address social engineering
attacks such as phishing or spam.
Security on smartphones is a growing
challenge that vendors need to address,
according to Wood. Large-scale attacks
can end up having a detrimental effect
on smartphone popularity, he said.

Report: The next iPod Touch
will have 3G
07.08.11
Josh Lowensohn,
cnet News

Is the iPod Touch

just a 3G connection
and iOS 5 upgrade away from reshaping
how we think about smartphones?
Rumors about what Apple is doing
with its iPod line have been on the quiet side over the past few months, but a
new report suggests that the iPod Touch
is due for a genuinely exciting upgrade
later this year.
Dutch blog AppleSpot.nl claims that
Apple’s next-generation iPod Touch will
sport 3G connectivity, giving people
a way to access data while out on the
go without needing to find a Wi-Fi hot
spot, just like they do on the iPhone.
A translation of the AppleSpot report
from a reader on 9to5mac has the source
outlet saying it will be identical to what
Apple has already made available on
the iPad, where you pick the carrier and
get going, presumably managing the

pre-paid data plan from right on
the device.
As my colleague Donald Bell
noted in a story about the possibility
of such a scenario just a few weeks ago,
Apple has primed iOS for wireless goodness by cutting the cord from iTunes,
and including new features like iCloud
and iMessage, the latter of which is a
shot across the bow of carriers and their
text-messaging plans. The iMessage
service lets iOS users text and chat with
one another freely, as long as they’ve
got the data for it, and iCloud is the glue
that keeps content and settings synced
and backed up to other devices and
Apple’s cloud storage system.
Of course with the possibility of a wireless chipset, it brings up the question of
what the difference is between such a
device and an iPhone proper. So far Apple has further distanced the two products
by cutting out a GPS receiver, and offering
a lower-quality camera and display. But at
the same time Apple has also slowly added
hardware features like sensors and cameras to make sure that iPod Touch users can
take advantage of (read: buy) applications
that will run on both.
Apple is expected to unveil its new
crop of iPods in September, right around
when multiple reports have pegged the
debut of the next-generation iPhone. So
far the rumors about what’s been next
for Apple’s line of music-focused gadgets
have been rather pedestrian, from extra
capacity and a capacitive home button
on the iPod Touch, to a camera making
a return on the iPod Nano. In that sense,
this 3G claim--even if it’s just a rumor-represents a big, exciting change for the
top end of the iPod product line.
In a chat with CNET, Wayne Lam, a senior
analyst for IHS iSuppli, poured a bit of cold
water on this rumor, noting that the parts
involved to add 3G connectivity are not
just a few extra cents here and there. As a
frame of reference, Lam pointed to the 3G
module in the iPad 2 costing around $28.
“It’s a big chunk,” he said.
“If you look at the iPad 3G, it actually
resides on a separate PCB (printed circuit board),” Lam said. “So a 3G module
in the iPad’s case would include the
baseband processor and the various
power amplifying modules (PAMs) for
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How to prepare your Mac for OS X 10.7 Lion
07.01.11
Topher Kessler, Macworld

OS X Lion

has just been
released as a Golden Master
build to developers, and provided all goes according to
plan it should be slated for
public release sometime later
this month. Unlike with prior
releases of OS X, Apple has taken a few different turns with
Lion, especially in how it will be distributed to users. In addition, the system requirements for the upgrade are going to be
a bit more constrained than in the past, so here is how to best
prepare for the upgrade.
The first thing to do is ensure your system will run it. Any Mac
that runs Snow Leopard should be able to run Lion, with the exception of the very first Intel Macs that shipped with Core Duo
and Core Solo processors. These include the following systems:
iMac (Early 2006 and Mid 2006)
MacBook Pro 15-inch and 17-inch (Early 2006)
MacBook (Early 2006)
Mac Mini (Early 2006 and Late 2006)
My XServe G5 will not run Lion because it has a PowerPC
chip in it.
If you have purchased your system in 2007 or later, then you
should be good to go for upgrading to OS X Lion; however,
you can check for the processor type on your system by going to the Apple menu, selecting “About This Mac,” and then
looking at the Processor section. If you see Core 2 Duo, Core
i3, Core i5, Core i7, or Xeon in the processor name, then you
should be good to go. If you only see Core Duo (without the
number 2 in it), Core Solo, or any form of PowerPC, then you will
not be able to run Lion.
Beyond the CPU requirements for Lion, you may also consider
upgrading your RAM to at least 2GB, but preferably 4GB if
possible. Macs in around 2007 to 2008 shipped with between
512MB and 2GB RAM, and Lion will require at least 2GB of
memory to run adequately. You can see how much RAM is
installed by going to the same About This Mac window, but
consult your Mac’s manual to see how much RAM you can
install; some models can only upgrade to a maximum of 2GB
of RAM.

Upgrading current installations

If you have a current OS X installation, unlike previous releases of OS X, Lion will not be able to upgrade from all of them;
its requirement for the latest version of the Apple Store application will require you to have the latest OS X 10.6.8 version
installed. This means that if you are running any version of Tiger
or Leopard on an Intel Mac and wish to upgrade, then you must
first purchase and install Snow Leopard, and then upgrade it.

Apple still provides OS X Snow Leopard upgrade kits
for people running Tiger and Leopard, so if you have
not yet upgraded to Snow Leopard and are considering the move to Lion, then now might be a good time to
purchase a Snow Leopard upgrade; however, after installing it
you should consider the following before immediately moving to Lion:
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Check for PowerPC use

Snow Leopard and prior versions of OS X have included
the “Rosetta” translator that allowed older PowerPC code to
run on Intel Macs; however, this will no longer be available in
Lion so be sure to check for any programs you use that are
PowerPC-based, and upgrade them, find alternatives, or simply understand that they will no longer run in Lion. You can
check for PowerPC applications on your system by using the
System Profiler utility.

Clear up any existing problems

If your system is running slowly or having stability issues,
you might consider addressing these before upgrading. A basic step you can take is to run a general maintenance routine,
but in addition you might consider uninstalling system addons that you don’t use, and otherwise slimming down your
system. Any program that persistently runs in the background
(system monitors, notification tools, and communications
tools, etc.) may cause problems if they are not fully compatible with Lion.

Upgrade your applications

Check for updates to any software you have running on
your system, and install them if they are available. Developers will likely be releasing compatibility tweaks and updates
to their software to ensure that they run in Lion, so if you use
third-party utilities and programs, be sure to regularly check
for updates to them in the upcoming weeks before and after
Lion is released.

Options for running OS X 10.6.8

Eventual upgrade to OS X 10.6.8 will be necessary in order
to use its version of the App Store; however, it is not necessary
to upgrade to it until you are immediately ready to install Lion.
Currently people are having several prominent issues with OS
X 10.6.8 that may impede on your workflow, so one option
you can consider is to run in OS X 10.6.7 for now and ensure
the system is running smoothly. Then when Lion is available
and you are ready to upgrade, you can install the OS X 10.6.8
update followed immediately by installing Lion.

Performing clean installs

One of the most common questions surrounding Lion is
whether or not users will have the option for performing a
clean install on a freshly partitioned and formatted hard drive.
This has been an appealing option in past versions of OS X
because it gives users an excuse and a means to start fresh
and to “clean house,” so to speak.

Continued on page 8
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How to fix printers not
working in OS X 10.6.8
06.27.11
Topher Kessler, cnet

printer-state-message="/usr/libexec/
cups/backend/lpd failed
4. In the Finder with the "backend" folder
window open, invoke Time Machine and
then go back to before you updated OS
X (sometime on June 23 should work)
and restore the file, replacing the one
in the "backend" folder. If you do not
have Time Machine, you can copy the
file from the same location on another
Mac.
5. Close the Finder window and then
perform a Permissions Fix on the boot
drive using Disk Utility.
6. Go to the "Print & Fax" system preferences, right-click the printer list and
reset the print system, and then set up
your printers again.

After OS X 10.6.8 was released last Read more: http://reviews.cnet.

Thursday, a number of people found
that their printers were no longer printing, where the system would show the
printers in a paused state and no print
jobs would work. This problem seems
to behave differently for different setups,
but overall appears to be a bug with how
CUPS handles its backend processes.
The back end in the CUPS system is
the interface for various transmission
protocols for both networking and direct connections to the printer. While
some people may benefit from the
aforementioned fixes of running general
maintenance, resetting the print system,
and reapplying the latest "Combo" updater, it appears a true workaround until
Apple addresses the problem is to replace the transmission protocol file you
are using with the one from OS X 10.6.7.
In order to do this, you will need your
Time Machine backups or another Mac
running OS X 10.6.7 and then run the
following procedure:
Use the Finder's "Go to Folder" option
to open the hidden "backend" folder
1. In the Finder's "Go" menu select "Go
to Folder"
2. Type "/usr/libexec/cups/backend" in
the field and press enter to go to the
hidden "backend" folder.
3. Open the "Console" utility to see what
backend file is being used. When your
print job fails you should see a message
similar to the following (in this case it is
the "lpd" backend):

com/8301-13727_7-20074767-263/howto-fix-printers-not-working-in-os-x-10
.6.8/#ixzz1QWvs1Gpu

Ten ways to work smarter on
your iPad
06.24,.11
Dennis O’Reilly, cnet How To

My notebook is getting much less

use now that I rely more on my iPad
when I’m computing on the road. And
I’m getting more work done on my iPad
now that I’m using these helpful techniques to enter and edit text, and open
and manage apps and files.

Speed up text entry with these handy
keyboard tricks

Tablets were not designed for heavy-duty
data entry. That’s why so many road warriors buy an add-on keyboard for their
iPads. (You’ll find John Scott Lewinski’s
review of five iPad keyboards on the
CNET Crave site.)
Despite their compact size, lugging a
keyboard--or any other iPad hardware
add-on--in your travel bag defeats one
of the primary reasons for taking a tablet on the road: a lighter load. I manage
well enough using the iPad’s onscreen
along with these handy shortcuts.

Skip the period: When you get
to the end of a sentence, press
the spacebar twice to insert a period and a single space.
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Faster apostrophes: Anyone whose
name includes punctuation (like mine)
knows what a hassle it can be simply to
type your name. Instead of switching to
the number-punctuation keyboard, just
swipe up on the comma key to insert an
apostrophe.
Do likewise for quotes: Swiping up on
the period/question mark key inserts
double quotes.
Simple insertion of special keys: Press
and hold various other letters on the
keyboard to access such characters as
the French soft c (as in “garçon”), the
Spanish tilde n (as in “mañana”), and the
umlaut i (as in “naïve”).
Broaden your punctuation horizons:
You’ll find a wider selection of punctuation marks by using the same technique
on the number-punctuation keyboard.
For example, insert an upside-down exclamation or question mark by swiping
up (or pressing and holding) those respective keys.
Add ellipses by swiping up on the
period key (only in the number-punctuation layout). Insert various monetary
symbols by pressing and holding the
dollar sign, or swipe up on the zero key
to add a degree symbol. Perhaps my favorite of these shortcuts is the ability to
add an em-dash by swiping up on the
hyphen key.
Activate--or disable--Caps lock: Tap either
Shift key twice to type in all caps. If you’re
not the online-shouting type or you just
want to avoid accidentally switching to
all-caps mode, deactivate the feature by
opening Settings, choosing Keyboard in
the General category, and switching Enable Caps Lock to OFF.
Other options on this screen let you
disable (or enable) auto-capitalization,
auto-correction, spell check, and the period shortcut I described above. You can
also choose from several dozen international keyboard layouts.

Continued on page 7

Microsoft skips Apple’s copy, iPad Grabs 89% of Worldwide,
paste with Bing ‘Lasso’
97% of U.S. Tablet Web Traffic
07.05.11
Josh Lowensohn, Apple Talk

06.23.11
MacRumors.com

Microsoft is rolling out a new version

comScore today released a new report
detailing its new metric for tracking web
traffic by device and connection type.
According to the data, Apple’s iPad was
responsible for 89% of worldwide tablet
traffic in May, continuing to dominate
the market it defined last year.

of its native Bing application for Apple’s
iPad today that, with a new user gesture,
aims to ditch the need to use Apple’s
built-in copy-and-paste feature.

Microsoft’s new “lasso” feature lets you
circle a word or group of words to start a
search with them.

Dubbed “Lasso,” the gesture has users
drawing their finger around any word
or words on a Web page to start a new
search from that selection. That’s versus
selecting those same words with a tap,
drag, and button press using iOS’ builtin copy-and-paste tool, or manually typing them into the search box.
In a blog post announcing the new
feature, Bing group program manager
Tony Chor says that “many searches”
begin from pages users are on while
browsing the Web, and that this feature
eases that behavior from within the Bing
iPad application. The data behind that
claim is that users can save up to nine
steps with Lasso compared with having
to use Apple’s copy-and-paste method,
Chor said.
Along with the Lasso feature, the company’s app is being updated to let users
go back to see the past week’s worth of
Bing home page images, as well as see
multiple days worth of movie showtime
listings at once.
Microsoft released its Bing application
for iPad in April.

The iPad is currently the dominant tablet device across all geographies, contributing more than 89 percent of tablet
traffic across all markets. The iPad’s contribution to total non-computer device
traffic is highest in Canada (33.5 percent). Brazil has the second highest noncomputer device share of traffic coming

An easier way to organize
iOS apps

07.04.11
Lex Friedman, Macworld.com

It can be more convenient to organize

iOS apps and create folders using iTunes
on your Mac than it is to do so on your
iPhone or iPad itself. Among other reasons, it’s easier to drag icons (including more than one at a time) between
screens on your Mac. But a little-known
extra feature in iTunes simplifies application organization even further by letting
you quickly find the apps you want to
drag.
First, connect your device to iTunes.
Click on its name in the Devices list of
iTunes’s sidebar, and then click on the

from the iPad at 31.8 percent, although non-computer devices
account for less than 1 percent of
total traffic in the country. In Singapore,
where non-computer devices comprise
nearly 6 percent of total traffic, the iPad
accounts for 26.2 percent of this traffic.
Calculations on comScore’s data for
share of non-computer traffic in the
United States peg the iPad at a nearly
97% share, with Android taking nearly
all of the rest of the market.
In the U.S., comScore finds that 53% of
non-computer device traffic comes from
Apple devices: 23.5% from iPhone, 21.8%
from iPad, and 7.8% from iPod touch.
Android follows in second place with
over 36% of the market, nearly all from
smartphones. comScore’s report finds
an interestingly wide variation in traffic
patterns among countries, with Canada
seemingly leading the way in iOS adoption, where Apple’s platform is responsible for 83% of the non-computer device
traffic.
iPad competitors, most of them based
on Android, are continuing to flood the
tablet market, but none have yet been
able to break Apple’s stranglehold. Upcoming high-profile tablet entries include HP next week and Amazon
reportedly within the next few months.
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Apps tab. This is the screen where you
can organize your apps: There’s a list of
all the apps you’ve downloaded on the
left, and then representations of your
iOS device’s home screens on the right.
Here’s the hint: Look up at the iTunes
search box. When you’re on this tab, its
default text changes to Search Apps. Start
typing the name of a specific app there,
and the list on the left will be filtered down
to show only apps that match what you’ve
typed. From that filtered list, you can drag
the apps you want from the left pane onto
one of the iOS home screens on the right.
This is way easier than scrolling
through screen after screen to find, say,
Super Stickman Golf (): Instead, you just
type its name in the search box and then
immediately put it on whichever home
screen or in whatever folder you want.

Can the iPad cure what
ails us?
06.06.11
Tom Kaneshige, CIO.com

A neurology patient

at a Texas
hospital may soon find doctors
handing him an iPad with game-like apps on it to test his motor
skills. Nurses will be able to roam bedsides while remotely
checking electrocardiograms, or EKGs, on their iPads. Doctors
are already sharing medical records on iPads with their peers,
in order to discuss patient care.
At Texas Health Resources, a healthcare provider with 24 hospitals, these are just a few ways the iPad will allow clinicians to
spend more time with patients. It’s a significant break from
the traditional hospital setting: Wander around most hospitals
in the country and you’ll likely see clinicians sitting in chairs at
nursing stations staring into computers.
“When we made them start using [desktop] computers and
spend hours in front of a screen, we took them away from that
context of interacting with other people,” says Ferdinand Velasco,
M.D., chief medical information officer at Texas Health. “Devices
like the iPad and smartphone help get them mobile again.”
Technology critics point to cubicle-filled offices around
the country that compel workers into self-imposed solitary
confinement. At hospitals, though, the impact of little human
contact takes an even darker turn. Consider a patient holed
up in a strange room, suffering from severe illness or injury
and craving a visit from an assuring nurse or doctor.
At Texas Health, the iPad promises more frequent visits.
Last year, Texas Health launched a formal mobile health
strategy, called mHealth, to corral the growing number of mobile devices and apps coming to market. Doctors and nurses
at Texas Health, for instance, jumped on the smartphone and
tablet bandwagon. A recent Texas Health survey showed twothirds of doctors have personal smartphones, mostly iPhones.
Velasco, who leads the mHealth strategy, estimates up to 40
percent of doctors have an iPad or other tablet.
Other hospitals bear witness to the iPad craze.“We had physicians
coming to us as soon as the first iPad came into the Apple Store
wanting to connect everything,” John McLendon, senior vice
president and CIO of AHS Information Services, the IT division of
Adventist Health System (AHS), a not-for-profit Protestant healthcare provider with 44 hospitals across 10 states, told CIO.com.

A mobile health strategy

One of Velasco’s goals this year is to make it compelling for
doctors to use their tablets regularly at work. This means finding useful apps on the App Store, jointly developing apps with
contractors and vendors, and even building apps in-house.
The evolution of iPad apps in the App Store has been rapid
resulting in some standout iPad apps, including popular medical apps such as VisualDX (free), ICD9 Consult 2011 ($15), and
Mediquations Medical Calculator ($5). There are more than
300,000 iPhone apps and 65,000 iPad apps in the App Store.

For an organization with many personal iPhones and
iPads in the field, vetting apps can be a monumental
task. Texas Health’s solution: an enterprise social network similar to Twitter. Doctors and nurses can talk about the
pros and cons of certain apps, find out what apps their peers
are using, and learn what apps to avoid.
Other apps will play a central role at Texas Health. A dozen
doctors in a pilot group are testing an app that accesses electronic healthcare records. “We’re going to roll it out to one of
our hospitals,” Velasco says. “By the end of the year, we expect
to have it out to all of our physicians who have tablets.”
This month, Texas Health will deploy an app that lets clinicians
view EKGs from both smartphones and tablets rather than on
computers in nursing stations. Medical equipment vendors embracing the iPad have made this app possible. GE Healthcare
teamed with AirStrip Technologies earlier this year to allow EKG
data to appear on iPhones and iPads. Texas Health and CedarsSinai Medical Center will be using the AirStrip technology.
On the in-house app development front, Texas Health is
working with a neurosurgeon to develop an app that taps into
the iPad’s three-axis gyroscope. The gyroscope has helped the
iPad become a serious gaming platform; it gives gamers the
ability to control virtual cars and planes. Texas Health is using this platform to create an app that will allow patients to
perform certain specific motor skills that a neurosurgeon can
evaluate, possibly making an early diagnosis of a disorder.
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Priority one: patients

Texas Health has half-a-dozen smartphone and tablet apps
in the works, running on iOS and Android. Velasco is considering support for Hewlett-Packard tablets, too. “We don’t want
to lock ourselves into one platform,” he says.
An equal number of apps are aimed at patients with smartphones
and tablets. Last month, Texas Health released a smartphone app for
patients to access their health records. The app also sends out alerts.
One of the conundrums in developing mobile apps for clinicians
and patients is where to start, smartphones or tablets. The
tablet has a larger screen so there’s much more you can do
with an app, Velasco says. It’s also easier to downsize an iPad
app to the iPhone.
On the other hand, most people carry smartphones, not tablets.
Even if a doctor or nurse owns both, chances are they’ll have
their iPhone with them but not necessarily their iPad. This
means, in most cases, Texas Health will develop an app for the
smartphone first.
But clinicians carrying iPads are becoming a more familiar
sight, so Texas Health has to continue delivering solutions on
this platform. After all, mobile apps need to be on the devices
that go wherever a doctor or nurse goes.
“Physicians need to get around, want to be with patients,
want to be with other doctors, nurses and healthcare providers,” Velasco says. “Locking us down to be in front of a
computer is just not the way to go.”

Continued from page 4

Ten ways to work
smarter on your iPad

Easier text corrections via the magnifying glass
Being less than the world’s best typist, I
frequently found myself fumbling to place
the cursor precisely where I needed it to
add or delete text. Now I press and hold
on screen to activate the magnifying glass,
which lets me slide smoothly through text
to the required insertion/deletion point.
Avoid retyping misspelled words by
choosing a Replace suggestion
Sometimes the iPad’s type-ahead suggestions are time-savers, but just as often
I inadvertently insert the wrong suggested term and have to back up to correct
it. In many cases, I can avoid having to retype the entire word by pressing and selecting it, and then choosing Replace to
see the iPad’s suggested corrections. The
method is far from fool-proof, but more
often than not, the word I meant to type
is one of the suggested replacements.
Launch apps in a jiffy using Spotlight
It doesn’t take long for your collection
of iPad apps to become unwieldy. You
can minimize the clutter by placing related apps in folders: press and hold an
app’s icon until it starts to shimmy, drag
it atop the icon of the app you want to
group it with, and release. You can accept the folder name the iPad assigns it
or add your own name.
Placing app shortcuts in folders doesn’t
help you find and launch them faster,
though. The quickest way to open an
app is by typing its name in the Spotlight
search box. To access Spotlight, press the
Home button from the main iPad screen,
or swipe to the right. As you enter the
app’s name in the search box, a list of apps
and files appears. Select the appropriate
entry to launch the app or open the file.
View and close your active apps
You used to be able to open Spotlight
by double-clicking the Home button,
but now this shows the apps currently
active in a window on the bottom of the
screen. The more active apps, the quicker
the iPad’s battery will drain. To close one,

press and hold its icon and then press
the minus sign in the top-left corner.
To determine just how much storage
space each app is using, you have to connect the device to a PC and open iTunes.
Select the device in iTunes’ left pane and
click the Apps tab to see your apps listed
on the left, along with the amount of memory each uses, and your home screen on
the right. Below this window is a list of the
applications that can share files with the
PC. Choose one to view the files the app
shares, as well as the individual file sizes.

Continued from page 2

3G iPod Touch ?

the various frequencies that it supports.
It’s quite elaborate and more of a
sub-system.”
Breaking down those same parts on
the iPhone can also be a bit tricky.
“If you look at the telephony portion
of the iPhone 4, it takes up basically half
the PCB real estate with the baseband
processor, and the power amplifying
modules and all the power components
that go with it. So it’s kind of hard to pull
that out,” Lam said.
Lam said similar 3G parts for the iPhone 4 run a bit cheaper at $24 to $25,
though could go as high as $30 if they’re
part of a separate module.
“There’s also different ways to achieve
wireless connectivity,” Lam suggested.
“Sprint or Verizon would be promoting things like Mi-Fi that give multiple
devices connectivity, but that’s a tough
rumor to endorse.”

Apple’s iOS 4.3.4 jailbroken
07.18.11
Lance Whitney, cnet News

Apple released its latest

iOS update
to fix a security flaw exploited by a jailbreaking tool, but the new version-4.3.4--has itself already been jailbroken.
Detailed by the folks at Redmond Pie,
the custom PwnageTool now lets users jailbreak any iOS device running iOS
4.3.4 with the exception of the iPad 2.

The jailbreak was created and
launched last Friday, not too long
after 4.3.4 itself was released.
Offering a step-by-step guide for those
either brave enough or foolhardy enough
to jailbreak their device via the PwnageTool, Redmond Pie says it tested the jailbreak to confirm that it works. Like many
jailbreaks, this one is tethered, which
means that if you restart your device,
you’ll need to reboot back into the jailbroken state again to reinstall the jailbreak.
Designed for iPhone, iPad, and iPod
Touch users, iOS 4.3.4 contains a small
security patch designed to fix a hole
associated with viewing malicious PDF
files. Ironically, Apple issued the patch as
a response to another jailbreaking tool
called JailbreakMe, which lets anybody
easily jailbreak their iOS device but can
be modified to allow those devices to
be infected by malicious PDFs.
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HTC Shares Tank on
Apple Patent Ruling
07.18.11
John Paczkowski, All Things Digital

HTC’s share price declined more than

six percent Monday as investors reacted to a
preliminary International Trade Commission
ruling that found the company infringed
two Apple patents. Clearly, the possibility
that the ITC might ban the import and sale
of the Taiwanese company’s smartphones
or force it into a costly licensing deal with
Apple is troubling the market.
“If Apple views HTC as one of its major
competitors in US market for high end
smartphones and leverages these legal
tactics to seek royalty payments, this could
raise HTC’s cost structure relative to Apple
and other Android makers,” Morgan Stanley analyst Jasmine Lu said in a note to
clients. “[And that] could adversely affect
HTC’s share opportunity if other Android
makers are not required to pay the same
royalties as HTC in the near future.”
HTC plans to appeal the ruling. But as many
an observer has pointed out, preliminary ITC
determinations are seldom overturned.

Continued from page 3

Preparing for Lion
Unfortunately Apple has released little
information about the options for this,
leaving people confused about whether
or not if at all they will either be able to
burn a boot disc of the installation media or create one out of a secondary hard
drive. Recent comments from Steve Jobs
suggest that a clean install will not be
possible, and instead offered the option
for users to use older Snow Leopard installation discs to wipe their drives, install
the OS, and then upgrade to Lion. Unfortunately this will require a number of additional steps to the “clean install” process,
including the setting up Snow Leopard
and subsequent updates to version 10.6.8,
establishing an App Store account, and
then a downloading and installing Lion.
While these added steps and requirement
for using an older version of the OS is a
bit of a frustration (especially since an
upgrade from OS X 10.6.8 to OS X 10.7
is technically not a clean install), it may
not be necessary for most people.
Recently discussion of OS X Lion has
surrounded a Recovery Partition that
Lion apparently sets up on the boot
drive, and whether or not that will allow
for a clean setup of the OS. Apple has
not officially mentioned the recovery
partition option in Lion yet, but if such
a partition supports a reinstall of the OS,
then this coupled with Steve Jobs’ recommendation would ultimately allow
you to set up Lion from scratch. Here is
the process one would have to take:
• Boot to a Snow Leopard disc, partition
and format the drive, and install Snow
Leopard.
• Upgrade Snow Leopard to version
10.6.8
• Using the App Store, install Lion.
At this point the Lion installation is
an upgrade installation that may not be
desired; however, it will have freshly created the Lion recovery partition, so you
can then continue:
• Boot to the recovery partition (holding the Option key after hearing the
boot chimes, and selecting the disk)
• Erase the volume with OS X Lion on it
Install Lion freshly from the recovery
partition.

When this process is complete, the
Lion installation will be a fresh and clean
one. It is unfortunate that you would
need to use a Snow Leopard disc for
this, but you could at least be able to
set up a clean installation on a freshly
formatted hard drive.
It is possible that Apple will offer an
option to create a separate boot disc,
thumb drive, or hard drive partition on
a secondary device, but because Apple
is appears to be shying away from alternate boot media and has not mentioned
any alternatives, we highly recommend
you retain your Snow Leopard installation disc for any Mac that you are upgrading.

Fully a third said a boring presentation literally has put them to sleep,
and 30 percent admitted to sneaking out of a presentation at least once.
If you’re the one giving the talk, you may
want to keep respondents’ pet peeves in
mind: too much text, boring graphics, lack
of analytics, and large file size.
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Someone’s got way too much
time on their hands!

Read more: http://reviews.cnet.com/8301-13727
_7-20076201-263/how-to-prepare-your-mac-foros-x-10.7-lion/#ixzz1RHAt39V7
©funnyArtpictures.com

What Would You Do to Avoid
a PowerPoint Presentation?
07.08.11
Courtney Rubin, Inc.com

A new survey suggests people will

go to great lengths to avoid PowerPoint
presentations, either giving them or
listening to them.
Just how excruciating do people find
PowerPoint presentations?
Nearly a quarter of workers would
rather forego sex for the night than sit
through a lame presentation, says a new
survey. (In the interest of full disclosure,
the survey of 1,000 adults was commissioned by start-up SlideRocket, whose
Internet-based presentation creation
software is a PowerPoint alternative. The
company was acquired by VMWare in
April.)

Some findings:

A third of those surveyed said they
dread creating the presentations, while
29 percent dread sitting through them.
A fifth said a trip to the dentist was
preferable to being stuck in a chair
watching slides click by. Nearly another
fifth—18 percent—said they’d rather
work on a Saturday.
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